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Sports fans can feel the difference when a show is made by 
people who understand the game. And they can see the differ-
ence when the production team has the quality and variety of 
cameras to capture everything on and off the field of play. How-
ever fast and frantic the action, viewers want every angle, every 
reaction from the players and the coach and to see every detail 
in the highest quality. 

For over 30 years the most astonishing drama from the big-
gest sports events has been captured with the award-winning 
Fletcher Sports’ Division, part of the NEP Group. Our innovations 
in ultra-slow motion and robotic camera systems and expertise 
go way beyond delivering cameras. Fletcher also offers an AI-
based proprietary auto-follow camera system that follows and 
records the movement of players. Outside courts at Wimbledon 
and the US Open were installed with the Tr-ACE system to track 
players’ movements to enable the auto follow of the cameras. If 
you’ve been one of the billions of people around the world who 
watch Grand Slam tennis, NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL, and countless 
other sports broadcasts across the world, you’ve been watching 
images created with our speciality ultra slow motion and robotic 
camera systems and equipment. These global brands work with 
Fletcher because of our deep expertise in technology and be-
cause together we think, live and breathe sports like the fans.

Camera technology  
innovations
• Above-the-rim camera angle used at almost every NBA game

• Behind-the-plate camera angle now standard in every stadium

• Player tracking technology follows and records the movement 
of players
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See sports from a totally different perspective
The expertise and speciality cameras, and 
automatic control systems to make every 
event a winner
• Live super slow motion/ultra slow motion cameras

• Live compact super slow motion/ultra slow motion cameras

• Robotic cameras (robo cams)

• Realtime, AI-based camera tracking systems

• Ultra High Speed and High Speed 4K & HD cameras with con-
tinuous recording

• High motion, cost-efficient, high speed camera solutions for 
most sports basketball, baseball, football

• Handheld, RF solutions for golf 
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See the biggest events reach 
the biggest audiences
Connect via our MCR
Delivering premium sports content to eager fans is the role of 
NEP’s MCR, Europe’s live content gateway. Our MCR is designed and 
equipped specifically for live events and studio shows, with the 
connectivity to reach almost every screen on the planet. Part of the 
NEP Centralized Production platform, we receive video and audio 
contribution feeds from event locations and studios across the 
world, and perform the MCR, post production, remote commentary, 
playout and other on-demand functions before distributing.

Working with flexibility and speed, wherever 
you decide
NEP is a world leading broadcast technology company supporting 
the largest productions in sports and entertainment. Our post 
production facilities, automated cloud-based workflows, content 
management solutions and distribution are all supported by a 
dedicated team of 24/7 experts. Our centralized capability is built 
and deployed via our connectivity infrastructure and data centers, 
which act as hubs across the world. Our local teams and facili-
ties provide the services our clients request anywhere, anytime.

Connected Venues
If you’re organising a premium event and want to reach a major 
audience, your venue needs to be connected to a serious com-
munications infrastructure. Across the world, our infrastructure 
and partnerships connect venues directly to our production and 
distribution services. NEP’s Connected Venues have permanent 
connectivity solutions for content contribution and distribution.

Sony 4800 - FIFA World Cup 2018 - Russia

About The NEP Worldwide Network 
For over 30 years, NEP has been a worldwide outsourced tech-
nical production partner supporting premier content producers 
of live sports, entertainment, music and corporate events. Our 
services include remote and centralized production, specialty 
capture, RF and wireless video/audio, studio production, audio 
visual solutions, host broadcast support, post production, 
connectivity and transmission, premium playout and innovative 
software-based media management solutions. NEP’s 4,000+ em-
ployees are driven by a passion for superior service and a focus 
on technical innovation. Together, we have supported produc-
tions in 87 countries on all seven continents. NEP is headquar-
tered in the United States and has operations in 24 countries.

What our clients value most
 ŭ We live for sports like the fans

 ŭ Customized and innovative solutions

 ŭ Global connectivity network 
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Learn more about 
Fletcher Speciality 
Capture Solutions
Contact us at:
info@nepgroup.com
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